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l. INTI{() I )UCTI ( )N 
Due to ¢'xtensive interest in imcstigaticm o[ n-l) systems, multivarial)h. 
l~olvnomials arc receiving increasing attention. ()ften tiw ])roblem arises of 
how to uxl)ress such polynomials. TI.. multiwav matrix technique tunls out to 
he un appropriate mathematical tool |~)r this imrpose. \Vith the use of 
Kr,,m'¢:ker nmltiplication, the matrices concertwtl can Iw recast in such a wax 
us t,, have the form ot" certain flat matrices. 
t'ossil>h' applications are: 
(1) the description of linear transformation of trans|~'r fimction \-anat~h,s. 
(2) the n - 1)(~avlev-llamilton theore.L 
(:3) polyn,.nial factori/4ttion. 
\Vith re~ard to the First possibility, it should be menticmed that analysis of tlw 
transfer function 
a(sl . .v . . . . . . . .  v)  
f (  .s.,, .,. . . . . . .  .,.,, ) & ( 1 ) 
h ( ,  ~. ," . . . . . . .  .,,. ) 
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can be replaced by analysis of the n + l-variable polynomial 
af(s,,s.~,_ ...,s,,) &s.+,b(s,,s 2,...,s,,) -l-a(s,,so,_ ...,s,); (2) 
see [I]. 
Multiway matrices or the Kronecker products of certain fiat matrices have 
been used hitherto in order to represent multivariable polynomials in several 
works; see for example [2, 3]. The usual approach to representation f the 
polynomial 
tl t2 tn ~1 
a(,~,, $2 . . . . .  s,,) = E E ... E a,~,~, , ,  1-I (.~j)"-" (3) 
i l=il i2=0 i~=0 j= l  
consists in writing 
a(s,,  s 2 . . . . .  s , )  = (S  T ® S~ ® ... ® S[ )A(Sk+ l ® Sk+ 2 ® ... ® Sn), 
(4) 
wh e re 
s ; '=  [s:, .,,:,-' -.. s, 1], ~= 1,.2 . . . . .  , ,  (5) 
and ® denotes the Kronecker product of matrices. The rectangular o  square 
fiat matrix A of polynomial coefficients can also be considered as a display of 
some m-way matrix. Such a representation is convenient for checking separa- 
bility [4, 5], but is not fnlitful for our purposes. Hence, a new matrix 
description has to be introduced. 
2. TtlE MULTIWAY MATRIX REPRESENTATION OF 
MULTIVARIABLE POLYNOMIAL 
Let us represent the polynomial (3) in the following form: 
n+ 1 n+ 1 n+ I N 
a(s  t, s 2 . . . . .  s . )  = E E "'" E bj,j2...j, ~ k~=l sj~ 
j l= l  j2=l  j,,. = I = 
1 2 N 
~sx~x~- . .x~,  (61 
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where ~ is the augmented vector of variables: 
a l ld  
B=[bj: j2. . . j , . ] , ,  12 . . . . . . .  + l  k I 2 . . . . .  N" 
is some N-wav matr ix ,  where  
211 
" ' "  .s',, I ]T ,  (7) 
( s )  




direction) for the multidilnensional case [4, 6], i.e. 
denotes multiplication of an n-way matrix, by a vector (in the kth 
k 11+ I 
ts × ~ ~- ~ R i : ~ , 1~ = 1 .2  . . . . . .  '~ ~ , ( l o ) 
j~= I 
where Bit is the jtth layer, in the direction k, of the matrix B, i.e. 
Bj, = [b,,,., ..,,.,j~., ...... j,,], 
. i , ,=  ] .2  . . . . .  , ,+  I ,  l=1 . '2  . . . . .  p .  l . k .  j~ e { ] . ~ . . . . .  , ,+  I} .  
f ,  | t,onsequently, we can vcr i te  
k ~-1  
Ex~- X X ~-'  & ,~ ,  
i~ ~ 1 
~.v}ler(" 
( l l )  
k 1, k 2 . . . . .  k~._ ,  ~: k. These definitions are related to the definition of multi- 
plicati(m of muttiway matrices [4, 6]. We should mention that now we need 
k, k. z k., p 
X = B x ~ x ~  "'" X ~,  (13)  
k = 1 ,2  . . . . .  p,  (12)  
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not specify the alternative or nonalternative indices/¢hrections, since we do 
not determine the determinant of such a coefficient matrix. 
Obviously, the result of the multiplication (10) or (12) is a (N - 1)- or 
(p  - l)-way matrix respectively. Hence, performing 'all multiplications as in 
(6), we achieve a scalar, i.e. the required pol~,aaomial. 
The expression (6) can be transformed to the flat rectangular or square 
matrix form as: 
(I( SI , S 2 S'~I ) (14) 
c~ N c~ 
The matrix ~7,7~ represents the fiat rectangular or square display of the 
N-way coefficient matrix 
,~ = [b , j : . . . j , ] ,  j r ,=  1,2 . . . . .  rt + 1, k = 1,2 . . . . .  N, 
defined in Equation (6), where 
T, = { j j , j~  . . . . .  jo,}, T2 = { J~, -~, J , , -2  . . . . .  J:\'}, (15) 
and T l, "/'2 are lexicographically ordered; see [4, 6]. 
Now, we should explain the relationships between the classical pol)qaomial 
description (3) and the matrix description considered. First, let us observe 
that each element of ~Y is assigned the multiindex { j l , j2  . . . . .  jN},  where 
jk ~ {1,2 . . . . .  n + 1}, k = 1,2 . . . . .  N, where N > n + 1. Hence, each mul- 
tiindex {j~, j2 . . . . .  j:~.} contains % elements k, k = 1,2 . . . . .  n + l, ordered 
arbitrarily, where 
n+ 1 
E t~k = N.  (16)  
k=l  
In the sequel, all the elements of" the matrix ,~' connected with tile polyno- 
mial c{~fflcient a~o,o , . . -~--or,  what means the same, with the corresponding 
monomial 
Ot l  £1~° . . .  ,½,T I , , I  " n+l  ~ ,¢ i l l  ~f) o- .  
S'| S 2 - ,S I $2  - 'Sn ' ' 
- -a re  assigned by all tile permutations with repetitions of the index set 
[ 
( I ,1  . . . . .  1 2 ,2  . . . . .  2. . .n+l ,n+ 1 . . . . .  , l+  1). 
Ofl O1~2 Ofn 4- 1 
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Of, ,"~ O~, ) . . . . .  }. The set of all these  permutat ions  is cal led { 1 , z -, . . . .  (n + 1 Observ-  
ing (3), we have 
a~ = t , ,~ l _  k - i .... t - t ,  k = 1 ,2  . . . . .  t~, (17)  
and from (9), (16), (18), 
,~,,+, =N-  E ~-= E i , ,~l  ~. ( I s )  
k=l  k=l  
So the  munber of all matrix ~ entries related to the given polynomial 
(I I * f l ,  . .  • ~ ( I , ,  coefficient a i.e. to a given monomial .s' l .s 2- . , . .  is 
n t '. " ' ' [ I  ~ 
e{1°: ,2  °-' . . . . .  (,, + t) ...... } -  
cxj! u~! c~,,. i!" 
(19)  
Thus 
a = ~ b,~/,,~ (20) 
,1 , I * - -  I . . j% ) " 
where P( j l j e . . ' j x )  is an arbitrary pernmtation with repetitions of lhe 
respective lements |~donging to {1';:, 2"-' . . . . .  (n + 1) ...... }. l lence, the ma- 
trix /~ is not determined uniquely. For some puq)oses it is convenient o 
assume that the  matrix ,f~ is multisymmetrical, i.e., 
I Oil! 0~2! 0~,, ~ I" 
b,~,,._.../ . ,) = f i i , ;~..~, = a. , .  ,, .\'! (21) 
EX.~,MPI,E. In order to exphfin the muhiwav description already intro- 
dueed, an arbitral:  2-variable polynonlial a char~cterized Iw variable degrees 
t l , t :  = 2 is considered. In Table 1 the tbllowing square matrix ,~r,l,  is 
presented, where the correspondence between the matrix ,:~ elements itnd 
the polynomial coefficients is "also shown. 
Now, let us observe that monicitv of a pol~lomial can I)(, stated in terms 
of the matrix 6i~'j.:.. This fact is very important, because of its intereomlec- 
tions with model singadari~, or nonsingulari%, and causality [5, 7]. Indeed, the 
transl~,~r-function denominator of a causal system has to h(, monic, i.e., th¢. 





REPRESENTATION OF A TWO-VARIABI.E POLYNOMIAL 
s I s 2 l 
s I s 2 1 s I s 2 1 s 1 s 2 1 
SI  
S 2 
SI a l l l l  01112 a1113 01211 a1212 a1213 a1311 a1312 a1313 
82 01121 01122 0112,3 a1221 01222 a1223 01321 a1322 013:23 
1 01131 a1132 01133 al.231 01232 012.33 a1331 01332 01333 
Sl a2111 02112 02113 a2211 a2212 a2213 0.2311 02312 02313 
s2 02121 02122 02123 a2221 02222 02223 02321 a2.~22 az~2.3 
1 a2131 021:32 021.3.3 a~31 a2.232 a~ 3 az~31 a2~12 a2333 
Sl 03111 03112 fl:1113 03211 a3212 a3213 a.'k311 03312 03.313 
$2 a3121 a3122 a3123 03221 03222 032.23 a~q21 03322 a~3z3 
1 03131 0:31:12 a3133 a3231 a32.32 0:,,2.3.3 03:331 a3.332 a.~3 
maximal degrees, cannot be zero (it is assumed to be equal to one). For such 
transfer fimctions there can exist a nonsingaHar state-space realization. When 
a transfer-fimction denominator is not monic, then there can exist only a 
singular state-space realization, which is connected with noncausality. More- 
over, it should be observed that the representation (4) of  a multivariable 
polynomial cannot be used to represent a nonmonic polynomial, whereas in 
this new approach, monicity of  a polynomial requires that some elements of  
~r/ r2  be zero. Such a representation of  monic polynomial with t t = t 2 = 2 in 
the multisymmetrical form emphasized is presented in Table 2. 
TABLE2 
MATRIX REPRESENTATION OF A ~VO-VARIABLE MONIC POI.YNOMIAI. 
s I s 2 
s I s 2 l s I s 2 1 s I s 2 1 
s I 
s 2 
s] 0 0 
s 2 0 
1 0 ~-a lo  
s I 0 
, 0 5" 2 ~. 
l ~2 (llO ] T~-aO i 
s) 0 ~2alo 
1 l 
S2 ~¢110 ~-a01 
g-a~ ~.2 ali 
1 l 
l ~ 1 a I 1 1 1 
~a20 12 lO ~aOl t~all ¥021 71,o11 g(/20 
~oi,, ~ o ~o1 ~1o ~,,i ,%1 




~2al I l a 1 I I t20l  0 g'ao2 ~2011 gao2 ¥a12 
I Ta2l l~( l l l  1 1 1 1 (122 ga02 ¥a12 ¥021 ¥ai2 
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Now, let us present the new multiway matrix description {br the non- 
monic polynomial. 
EXAMPI.,E. T}Ie matrix .~ for the nonnmnic i)olynomial 
a(s~, s2) = 4s]' + 12s:,~.% + 13si's ~ + 6s,s~, + s, + 2.s'? + 3s,s. z + s i + 1 
is presented in Table 3. 
3. L INEAR TRANSFORMATIONS OF VARIABI,ES 
Let us consider an ar})itrary linear transformation of polynomial variables. 
This can be presented as follows: 
= ,¢~,  (.22) 
where 3 is an augmented vector of new variables, i.e. 
,~ = [ : ,  . . .  : , ,  11 (23)  
and ,~-is some nonsingular (n + 1) x (n + I) matrix. The matrix ,Ushouhl 
take the form 
j= [T  
TABI,E 3 
THE MATRIX .2~ 
4 3 o 3 '~ o o o 
3 ~ 0 ':~ :~ 0 0 (1 t 
I o o ~ o o { " ..;. o 
3 ~ 0 ':~ :~ 3- . 0 0 0 
1 o o ~ o o }~ ¼ ,-', o 
o o } o o -', :} .-', o 
1 o o ~ o o " ¼ " o 
± ± 0 '- ± 0 0 0 1 3 ,I 1 6 
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so as to represent a pure linear transfi)rmation of variables. Also, one can 
apply an affine transformation 
where  t ~ R". 
First, let us consider the effect of application of a linear transformation of
variables to the arbitraD' monie polynomial a(,s' I, s 2 . . . . .  ,%) presented in 
Equation (3). It is easy to cheek that, for the trans|orming matrix ,~ with all 
nonzero elements except the elements of 0 blocks, each variable z~, k = 
1,2 . . . . .  n, inay appear in b(z l, z e . . . . .  z,,) separately with the same maximal 
degree N. When T has some zero elements, then the maximal degrees of 
different variables b(') do not have to he equal to one another. Thus, the 
transformed monic polynomial has to be nonmonic. 
Now, let llS refer to [8] and ,ncntion that one can invert the situation and 
use a linear transformation i order to obtain a monic polynolnial from a 
nonmonic one. Thus, we gain an opportmfity to recast he singular noncausal 
model in a nonsingular causal tbrm. This can also be achieved by using 
nmltivariable bilinear transformation and variable inversion [5]; compare with 
the results presented bv Eising in [7]. A detailed discussion of singularity, 
including comparison with causaliW, is given b) Kaczorek [9]. La,wis [10]. and 
Uetake [11]. 
Ilence, let us apply a linear transtbrmation f the tbrm (22) or (23) to the 
vector 6 in the dependence (6). Then. the transformed i)olxTiomial 
b(z  l, z e . . . . .  z,,) can be represented as 
b(z , ,  z: . . . . .  : . )  = (a ( ®,~1 ® ...  ®,, i  '~r,r. ,  3 ®,:i  ® "'" ® 3 
where 
Ot  ,~, '  - -  O' 
Now we can state and prove the following theorem. 
TIIEOI~EM 1. The ~ruitrix "~'r:r_, is mult isymmetr ical  i f  the matrix .Cr,r., 
is. 
Proof. This carl be easily proved using mathematical in&,ction. It is 
obvious that for a two-variable polynomial the theorem holds: 
,~  7. = { .~ . ( .~ j  } r = .~  (~7.~- = ,~~~.~ = ,,~ . 
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Next, let us assume that the theorem condition holds for k-variabh~ pol~3aomi- 
als. Taking into account the fact that all simple j-layers of multiway multisvm- 
metrical matrix are multisymmetrical too [8], one can deduce that the 
theorem condition holds also for a k + 1-variable polynomial. • 
4. ( :AYI ,EY- I IAMII ,TON THEOREM FOR n-l) SYSTEMS 
The Cavlev-ttamilton theorem plays a key role in analysis of linear 
s sstems, classical I-1) as well as n-D ones. This theorem has been general- 
ized and proved fbr the n-l) ease by several authors, for example by 
Theodorou, who gives the recurrent form of this theorem in [12]. Smart and 
Barnett make I l SC  O1" some very helpful notation based on the introduction of 
an index vector [13]. 
Let the Roesser model of n - D system be determined its 
x'  = Ax + Bu. (28) 
y = £',x + l )u .  (29) 
where 
All Ale .-. A I " ]  
, Aol A.2 .  2 " ' "  A2 ,  , 
A = [ ! , B = 
A I ,at,,,2 "'" 4 .... 
[x l ( i  , + l , i .  2 . . . . .  i , , ) ]  
x'  = ] xe( i '  i ,  + i . . . . .  i,,) [ , = 
/ 
[x , , ( i~ ,  i . . . . . . .  i,, + 1) 
x , ( i , ,  i_, . . . . .  i,.) 
x_,(i, ,  i , .  i,,) 
X, ,( i , .  i . . . . . . .  i.,) 
B2 
B,, 
.atp,/ are tp X tq submatrices, and Bp are t~, × 1 submatriees, p.q  = 
1,2 . . . . .  n: i I. i~, . . . . .  i,, ~..4/ x,  ~ Rq,, are the partial states (in the 2-1) 
case horizontal and vertical); and n ~ R l, y ~ R ° are the input and the 
output, respectively, B, C. D art." matrices of the appropriate size. 
l~t  us now refer to the results of Smart and Barnett [13]. who present he 
Cavlev-Hamilton theorem in the elegant but still recurrent form as 
t 
,,, A ~ = 0. (30/  
~=0 
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Here, we use the index vector ot to denote the index (a  l . . . . .  a . ) ,  where the 
a k are integers, and the index vector e k to denote the unit index 
(0 . . . . .  0, 1, 0 . . . .  0), where the 1 appears in position k. As compared with (3), 
a k = t .÷ l_  k - i .+ l _k ,  k = 1,2 . . . . .  n, are the same as in the definit ion of 
the matrix o~'r~r2 , but now we do not consider a .  + 1. Thus 
= ~] ake  k. (31) 
k=l  
In the sequel, A" denotes the Roesser matrix, which is still determined 
recurrent ly as 
a a= ~ Ae 'A  '~-* '  for cx>~0 with Z=N-a , ,+ l= ~ a .~> 1, 
k=l  k=l  
(32) 
and 
A ° = 0 ~ ][{Nx.~,' if any a k < O, (33) 
A °=I~R NxN, (34) 
where the following compact notation for sums has been used: 
t tl tn 
E e E " E.  (3 ,5 )  
*x=l a l=0 an=0 
The matrix A e~ is determined  as 
[ o ] 
A *k = Akl Ak2 -" Ak. E R N×N, 
0 
k = 1,2 . . . . .  . .  (36) 
Thus 
A = ~ A" .  (37) 
k=l  
Finally, ot = (a l ,  a 2 . . . . .  a,.) implies i = (t,. - a . . . . . .  t 2 - a 2, t I - a l ) .  
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In the seqnel, we can use the following result due to Smart and Barnett, 
that enables us to obtain the nonrecurrent presentation of the Roesser matrix 
a"  [13]. 
I,EMM:X I. If  et >I 0 (i.e., a t >~ 0 and at least one a k > 0), then 
{" } A"= C 1-I [a,~, A",] , (38) 
L - I  
where {YI~'= l [ak  * A+~]} (&notes the product of  Z matrices, and the matrix 
A ~ appears" a k tinws, in any order. In the sequel 
denotes the sumn~ttion of  such products over all the condginations +f the Z 
matrices A "~. For example, fi~r n = 2 and Z = 2, 
{[1 * A"'] I-I [1 ,  A":]} = A'"A"' or A°'A '°, 
and 
} c [,+~ • ,-v',] = 
k=l  
AreA m + AreA °l. 
It turns out that the multiwav matrix representation of a multivariabh, 
polynomial can be applied to determine the direct form of the Cayle.v- 
tlamilton theorem. Indeed, the multisymnmtrical matrix ~P'rd'_, defined in 
Equation (8) and shown in Table I is convenient for filrther investigations. 
First, look at the dependence (30), which represents the n - D Cayley- 
ltamilton theorem. If  we substitute (38) into (30), then the nonrecurrent 
form, i.e., the multivariable matrix polynomial, is achieved, where the 
matrices A ~,  k = 1, 2 . . . . .  n, represent variables. Therefore, one might try 
to use the matrix d~r0, to represent such a polynomial, tlowever, the 
multiplication of matrices is not commutative, and we have to deduce the 
new nmtrix ~7',r, from the matrix "~r,7' • 
First. observing the definition of Cil-I~!= i[otk * A*~]}, as for the matrix 
~'l,r,, each product l-I~'= i [ak * A "~] can be represented bv some l)ermuta - 
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tion with repetitions of the rmmber set 
/ \ 
~, ,  = 11 ,  1 . . . . .  1 2,2 . . . . .  2". .n,? l  . . . . .  nJ. 
I 
(3[ 1 0{2 Ol n 
Therefore, the sum C{l-I~!=l [0{k*A~']} consists of the K addends 
l-l~= l [0{k * A~], where 
Z! 
K = . (39) 
0{1! 0{2! "'" 0{.! 
Next, let us remember  that in the matrix --q~r.r~ we deal with the set indices 
f~,,. ,  = (1,1 . . . . .  1 2,2 . . . . .  2" .n  + 1, n + 1 . . . . .  n + 1), 
0{I 0{2 0{n + 1 
but now each permutation of different integers k = 1,2 . . . . .  n is related to 
tile different products 1-I~= l[0{k * Ae~] • We can only change the position of 
the integer n + 1, which corresponds to the unit matrix. The number of all 
indices ~,,~ i which differ only in the position of n + 1 is equal to the 
number  of all combinations of 0{,,+ l elements from the N-element set, i.e. 
( N ) N! 
c = = I" (40) 
a, , .~ (N  - 0{,,+,)! a,,~ ,. 
Finally, it is easy to see that 
N! 
al! a2! a,,+l! 
= P{I '~L ,2  ": . . . . .  (n  + 1)'~"*~}. (41)  
Hence, in order to ensure rnultisymmetry we can determine the following 
matrix: 
v'.,.~, = ~[~j , . , : . . j ,~] ,  (42)  
where {jl, jz . . . . .  JN} is an arbitrary permutation with repetitions of" the set 
f l+  l, and 
1 
= --  (43)  C{JI , j2 . . . . .  J,,'} ~ a i . i .  l . . .q"  
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where {jl, j.~ . . . . .  j~,} and {i 1, i2 . . . . .  i.} correspond to each other as in (17) 
and (18). For  example,  the matrix $ ' r3 ,  for the above rnat~x "~r,r.~ is shown 
in Ta|)le 4. The })racketed or braced e lements  corresl)otM to the followin~ 
cha ins  o f  var iab les :  ( ) ,5 .1S IS2 ,  [ ] SLS'2SI,  { } X2,(,'15; I. 
Now, one can easily deduce that the Cavlev- l lami l ton theorem can 11~, 
)el)resented as folh)ws. 
TIII.:otU.:M 2 [14]. Evemj square n-l) matrix sati,sfies its own characteris- 
tic equation, i.e. 
wlu'rc '21 I and ')[ 2 are the fi>llotcin~ row and c,) l . .m block matrices 
(44)  
~')[I ~A [ A le ) ,  o . . . . .  o , '~c I o . . . .  0 
A 1 .o .o  . . . .  o / 
l A o 1. o . . . .  o A 0. o o . . . .  I 
I 
4' I i], (45) 
(.,16) 
TABI,E 4 
n. .V l lqX  IU-;PI{FSI.;NTATION ~"1 'i, ()l." .'~ "I'V<O-V.~,I~L-~BI.E MONIC )'()I ,YN(}MI:~I, 
'~" I S 2 
s I sa l 'sl ~2 I sl % l 
~" 2 
~. 0 0 0 0 1 [~al~] 0 
'2 o 1 (' , . , .) 1 o ',"., IT",,,] 
I I , 
I 0 (7¢g , )  [ a , , . ]  : ' ,a2, ,  ~¢12(1 I ; ¢/q)l ~(11, I 
{/011 ) } { n: / '1, ,1 " t 0 1 1 0 T ' .  I 
s~ 1 0 ~ao; 0 0 0 )c;c,i 
1 {~a, ( ,}  ~(1,)] i:(l,, I, ¢'~/, ) ] 0 iI (,/1)2 1:: t*l , : 
., o (¼(,,,,) ~..,.,, q.,,,) :,.., ~.,,, 5,:. 
( . . , . )  ~ a_,,, 
I;(ln H ~,~¢l I 
I T~fl!l 1(121 
"[¢Iqii ],H I } 
0 r r:o_. 
,, (I112 "1; H i 2 
i, H l l  ~(2 '  
I 
~ao2 ~al . ,  
u 
r¢112 H22 
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[see Equation (36)], and 63 denotes the block Kronecker product of 17uatrices, 
fi~r example 
[ A B163[C D] ~= [ AC AD BC BD]. (47) 
This is just a compact fi~rm of the dependence (30) in view of the preceding 
results. 
Recently, there has been extensive interest in singular systems. There also 
the Cayley-Hamilton theorem has been generalized; see fbr example [10, 15, 
16]. It appears that the matrix method presented above cannot be used 
directly in the singular case. But let us mention Chang and Chen's results [15] 
with Kaczorek generalizations [17]. They have introduced so-called standard 
pencils of matrices sE - A, where E is a singular matrix, characterized by 
the existence of o~ and 1~ such that 
orE + I~A = I, (48) 
and prove that the Cayley-Hamilton theorem holds tor an arbitrau' standard 
pair {E, A}. They also show how to transform a regular pencil, 
det(sE - A) ~ 0, 
to the standard form. It should be mentioned that in order to guarantee the 
existence and the uniqueness of the solutions, sE -A  must be a regular 
pencil. It is easy to observe that this requires applying a multivariable bilinear 
transformation i order to recast the singular model in the ordinal, nonsin- 
gular form; see [5]. Hence, one can transform the singular pencil to the 
nonsingular torm using an appropriate naultivariable bilinear transformation 
and then use the matrix description presented above. 
5. FACTORIZATION OF POI,YNOMIALS 
The multiway matrix description mentioned above can Ms{) be used to 
describe the faetorization of multivariable polynomials. 
THEOREM 3. The multivariable polynomial is factorable, i.e. 
a(5;l,S 2 . . . . .  sn) =b(5;l,S 2 . . . . .  s,,) • c(s,,  s 2 . . . . .  sn), (49) 
if arul only if one of the fi,llowing statements i  true [18]: 
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(i) There  exists  a mul t iway  matr ix  representat ion  X :  (see  the  representa -  
ti, m (6)) ,w~ch that  
rank ,2,~/= 1. (50) 
(ii) There  exists  a matr ix  representat ion  ~ such  that  
• ~=~ ® ,~'2 • (,51) 
Proof .  For (i) it is easy to sec that 
Ol N - o~ 
a N-a  
and for (ii) 
otj N I - otl 
(o" )I ® ~T ® ® ~T -~ . . . .  "~¢~'r,r,L ® ~7",,'r22 ~" ® ~ ® "'" ® ~ " 
ot 1 + a z N I + N. , -  a I - a 2 
EX:,MPI,E. l,et us consider the product of pol)aaomials 
b (s l ,  "'2) = sis2 + b01s2 4- b,os  2 + b ,os  , + b l j  
and <'(s l, sz )  = sl.s" 2 + cols,  z + cms 1 + c i r .  
(i) lx~t these polynomials be denoted in the multisymmetrical form as 
1 1 • 1 1 1 1 c(s, , .~,~) = [o o: : , , ,  ~ o .~) ~col ~clo ~c,, c l l ] (~® . 
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Then their product can be represented by the matrix 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 I 1 0 - I c  I 1 l 
0 ~ ~Cl0 4 4 o] 4C10 7iC0 ] 2C12 
, ° o 0 lb l (  ) .~/~110CIo lb l  0 1 C l#,oC,o I~ ,oCo I  2~) 10(: l 1 4hi 10 ~(}1 1 . 
0 .]- ~clo .1 ~Col 4c10 4c01 ~Cl l  
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 ±b l , l t . 40 l  ;~bolClo ~bol 0 IbolCol :[bolClo lbolCol :2bolC ii
I , 1 1 1 0 1-b4 lo zbloclol Ibm 0 ~b.~col ~blocu~ 7bloC m zb.2i 
0 1 1 1 1 • 1 1 1 • ~bol ~botc m ~b m 0 ~bo~col ~bmc m ~bmc m 5-bolCll 
I l b  0 1 1 1 b l  0 lb l l  7bllClo 11 _ _ ~bllCOl 7b~cm gb~co~ 1c~.2 
(ii) Now let the, polynomials b and c be presented as 
0 
b( s,, s.2) = ~r 1 
½b,,, 
1 1 
7 b 10 
1 0 .~b m 
½b,, bll 
and C(S l ,  so )  = ~T 
1] 
0 ~ ~Czo 
l 0 l :~c m ~3. 
1 1 
~2C10 2C01 Cl 1 
Then the product of" these polynomials can be presented in block form as 
shown in Table 5. It should be observed that neither representation of 
factorable polynomials is in general multisymmetrical. 
TABLE 5 
o ~ ' ] ~ClO 
l l , ~- o g£t)l 
I , L , 
~610 ~COI ell 
o " ' ] 2CIo 
L l • 
~Ol 
i 1 
2"C10 2C01 CI l 
o 
I , 




I I o 5 
I , I 
2-¢" I0 ~CoI 
] [ ] _ ) -C lo  I ] I i , 7col ~.blo ~ 0 ~_cOl 
l 
Cll ~-ClO ~COl Cll 
[ ] 0 2 L, - ~-t .  lO  I , ½bo~ ' o ~cOl 2 
I I , 
~cio ~LOl Cll ,][o,,] . gClo Clo 2 
I 1 '2Cm 7 0 ~cno 
i , ] , 
Cll 2( I0 ~CO] CII 
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Additionally, let us mention that Mastorakis ct al. [19] consider the, 
fbllowing, factorization in linear factors: 
,(s,..~.._, . . . . . .  ,.,,) = IZ I (s ,  + a,2s~ + . . -+ , , , . , . .  + :.,). 
i=1 
(52) 
It is easy to observe that then there has to exist a column matrix such that 
(53) 
where :~, i = 1,2 . . . . .  n, are columns of size eqwal to n + i. Obxhouslv, 
the ~,ntries of ,~,, represent he coefficients of factors (s I + ai2s 2 + "" + 
air, s,~ + CI). 
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